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THE ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT SAYIL - GENERAL COMMENTS

The main objectives of the architectural survey at Sayil were the examination

of all exposed structural remains for the purpose of recording detailed architectur-

al data in regard to vaulted masonry buildings, the analysis of this data in regard

to building form and architectural style, and a comparative analysis of the archi-
tecture at Sayil with reference to conditions in the Puuc archaeological region

as a whole.
The fieldwork consisted of a systematic survey of all masonry structures shown

on the Shook map and newly mapped areas, which appeared to represent the remains
of vaulted masonry buildings. Some data was also recorded in regard to foundation

braces, platforms, chultuns and other structural features but this data was consider-

ed as incidental since these features are more adequately covered in the main map-
ping project. In all, the architectural survey included over one hundred and sixty

mounds and partly standing buildings, only seventy-one of which were sufficiently

well preserved to offer significant architectural data.

This kind of survey is frustrating to say the least, since the vast majority of
what were once vaulted masonry buildings are now nothing more than rough mounds
of debris, with no walls or vaults exposed on the surface. Occasionally, some of
the larger specialized stones used as doorjambs, lintels, or doorway columns can
still be seen but most of the exposed debris comes from the concrete cores of
walls and vaults. Fortunately, some buildings are better preserved and our survey

showed that there are fifty vaulted masonry buildings scattered throughout the site
from which usable data could be obtained.

At this point it should be noted that while the Shook map shows a considerably
larger number of buildings with floor plans than I have recorded, those not included
in this report should be considered as "reconstructions", based almost entirely on
the general size and shape of rough mounds of debris, and the floor plans as shown
merely represent "average" or typical rooms which have not actually been measured
in place. In contrast, the floor plans contained in this report are based on walls and/or
vaults in situ and the plans are the result of careful measurements. Room dimensions
are given in the data sheets as well as other critical measurements.

Building Form and Size

While Sayil is known to be a very large and important site in terms of area and
number of masonry structures, it differs from other major Puuc centers in several
respects. These differences can be summarized as follows:
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THE ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT SAYIL - GENERAL COMMENTS (Page 2)

1) There are no large pyramid-temple structures at Sayil of the kind that dominate
the skylines at nearby sites such as Kabah, Nohpat, and Uxmal. The only building at
Sayil which appears to qualify as a Temple is the Mirador Temple (3-B, Group B,
Structure 2) which stands on a low platform about 3.5 meters high. While there may

be other "temples" or temple-type buildings among the many mounds representing

fallen buildings, there are no high pyramidal mounds in any part of the site.
2) While our survey showed that there are at least one hundred and sixty vaulted
masonry buildings scattered throughout the site, less than a dozen can be called

"large" by normal Puuc standards. By large is meant buildings which measure over
twenty-two meters in at least one dimension and contain more than five rooms.
Our survey shows that the vast majority of the vaulted masonry buildings at Sayil

were small, relatively simple buildings with one to four rooms. Most of these are
single-row, rectangular range-type buildings although some L-shapes, U-shapes, and
more complex plan configurations are present.
3) There are only five buildings with two, or more, levels and only two of these
(Great Palace and South Palace) exceed thirty meters in any dimension. In contrast,
there are seven buildings at the neighboring site of Kabah which exceed forty meters
in at least one dimension. These figures reiterate the fact that Sayil is large in terms

of the quantity rather than size of its vaulted masonry buildings.

Architectural Style

In all, some fifty different buildings at Sayil are sufficiently well preserved to

be classified in terms of architectural style. In making this assessment, I have used
the same stylistic criteria presented three years ago in a paperentitled: Puuc Archi-
tectural Styles: A Reassessment, copies of which are included in this report. Using

these criteria, twenty three (23) buildings were found to be executed in the Early
Puuc architectural style (see chart), another twenty-three (23) in the classic Puuc
Colonnette style (see chart), and four were executed in the classic Puuc Mosaic
style (see chart). In addition, another twenty-one (21) buildings were classified as
"classic" even though there was insufficient data to determine their style (see chart).
This latter group of buildings is considered to be contemporary in time with the
Colonnette and Mosaic style buildings.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT SAYIL - GENERAL COMMENTS (Page 3)

This distribution corresponds fairly closely with the general distribution of the

various styles throughout the Puuc archaeological region except that there are few-

er Mosaic style buildings at Sayil than might be expected for such a large site. For

the Puuc region as a whole, there are nearly one hundred buildings in the Early Puuc

style (45 sites), another one hundred buildings in the classic Puuc Colonnette style

(57 sites), and seventy others in the classic Puuc Mosaic style (45 sites). It should
be noted here that our survey did not turn up any buildings in the Early Oxkintok
or Proto-Puuc styles, both of which predate the Early Puuc style, and none in the
Late Uxmal style, since buildings in this latter style are confined to the site of Uxmal.

The style charts show both "early" (Early Puuc) and "late" (Colonnette, Mosaic,
and Classic) buildings are found throughout the site and there is no real concentra-
tion of early or late buildings in any particular sector. Possible exceptions to this
observation are the larger buildings in the immediate vicinity of the Great Palace
(2-B), which appear to be mostly late classic structures, and the group of Colonnette
style buildings in square 1-B, Groups A, B, and C.

Summary and Conclusions

The architectural survey at Sayil, which produced varying amounts of data for
approximately forty percent of the vaulted masonry buildings which have been map-
ped to date, shows clearly that Sayil shared fully in the architectural traditions
which distinguish the Puuc archaeological region from adjacent regions. With the
exception of the monumental three-story Palace building, which has no real counter-
parts elsewhere in the Puuc region, the building forms show the same basic config-
urations that are now well known at other Puuc sites. Stylistically, the architecture
at Sayil is also consistent with the Puuc region as a whole, both in terms of the par-
ticular styles present, as well as the numerical distribution of these styles.

As noted earlier, the outstanding feature of the architecture at Sayil is the large
number of relatively small, one to four room buildings, which includes a high propor-

tion of Early Puuc style structures. While there is presently no way of knowing
whether the Early Puuc style buildings were still in use at the same time the later
buildings were occupied, the intermixing of early and late buildings throughout the
site does suggest this might be the case. If this is the case, it indicates that the
site must have been occupied for at least three hundred years, and probably longer.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT SAYIL - GENERAL COMMENTS (Page 4)

While the architectural record at Sayil is still incomplete, due to the advance
state of collapse of the majority of the vaulted masonry buildings, it seems clear
that little more can be accomplished in expanding this record without excavation.
What is now urgently needed is a selective excavation and test-pitting program, in-
cluding both early and late buildings and platforms, with the objective of obtaining

stratified ceramic seriations and other arifactual data carefully tied to architec-
ture, a condition which has yet to be met anywhere in the entire Puuc archaeo-
logical region.

George F. Andrews
Professor of Architecture
University of Oregon
May, 1985
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD - SAYIL, 1985
(See Shook map for new Group designations)

SQUARE 1-A
GROUP A - no data

SQUARE 1-B
GROUP A - Structure 181 - Fallen, no data

Structure 182 - Rooms 4 & 5 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Structure 182 - Rooms 6 & 7 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style
GROUP B - Structure 183 - Classic Puuc Colonnete style

GROUP C - Structure 184 - Classic Puuc, style uncertain
GROUP D - No data
GROUP E - No data

SQUARE 1-C
GROUP A - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style

Structure 2 - Fallen, no data
Structure 3 - Fallen, no data
Structure 4 - Fallen, no data
Structure 5 - Fallen, no data
Structure 6 - Fallen, no data
Structure 7 - Fallen, no data
Structure 8 - Fallen, no data

GROUP B - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style

Structure 2 - No data

SQUARE 1-D
No structures shown on map
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

SQUARE 2-A
No structures shown on map

SQUARE 2-B
GROUP A - No data
GROUP B - Structure 1 - Mixed styles, see style charts

Structure 2 - Fallen, no data
Structure 8 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

GROUP C - No data
GROUP D - Structure 3 - Early Puuc style

GROUP E - Fallen, no data
GROUP F - Structure 4 - "Classic" Puuc
GROUP G - No data
GROUP H - Structure 5 - Classic Puuc Mosaic style

Structure 6 - Early Puuc style
GROUP I - Structure 9 - "Classic" Puuc
GROUP J - Structure 7 - Early Puuc style
GROUP X - Fallen, no data
GROUP L - No data

SQUARE 2-C
GROUP A - Structure 5 - Early Puuc style

Structure 6 - Fallen - Early Puuc Style
Structure 7 - Foundation brace

GROUP B - No data
GROUP C - Structure 1 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Structure 2 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Structure 3 - Fallen - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

GROUP D - No data
GROUP E - No data
GROUP F - Structure 8 - "Classic" Puuc
GROUP G - Structure 9 - "Classic" Puuc

Structure 10 - Rough mound
Structure 11 - High, rough mound
Structure 12 - Fallen - vaulted masonry building
Structure 13 - Foundation brace
Structure 14 - No data
Structure 15 - No data
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

SQUARE 2-C (cont.)

GROUP H - No data
GROUP I - Structure 4 - Early Puuc style

Structure 16 - Fallen, no data
GROUP J - No data

SQUARE 2-D
GROUP A - Structure 1 -

Structure 2 -
GROUP B - No data
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

SQUARE 3-A

GROUP A - Structure 6 - "Classic" Puuc
GROUP B - No data
GROUP C - Structure 1 - Fallen, "Classic" Puuc

Structure 2 - Foundation brace
Structure 3 - Early Puuc style
Structure 4 - Fallen, no data
Structure 5 - Foundation brace?

GROUP D - Structure 7 - Early Puuc style
GROUP E - No data
GROUP F - Structure 8 - Early Puuc style
GROUP G - No data
GROUP H - No data

SQUARE 3-B

GROUP A - No data
GROUP B - Structure 2 - Early Puuc style

All other structures in this group fallen - no data
GROUP C - Structure 1 -

Structure 2 -
GROUP D - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style

Structure 3 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style
GROUP E - Structure 1 - Vaulted masonry building, no data

Structure 2 - Vaulted masonry building, no data
Structure 3 - Fallen - Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Structure 4 - Vaulted masonry building, no data

GROUP F - Very low mounds with some cut stones
GROUP G - Large platforms, with remains of several good sized

vaulted masonry buildings. Includes building with two
rows of rooms. Plan as shown on Shook map not correct

GROUP H - No data

GROUP I - No data
GROUP J - No data
GROUP X - Fallen, no data
GROUP L - Fallen, no data
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

SQUARE 3-B (cont.)

GROUP M - Structure 4 - Early Puuc style

Balance of this group collapsed - no data
GROUP N - No data
GROUP 0 - No data
GROUP P - No data

SQUARE 3-C

GROUP A - Fallen, no data
GROUP B - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style

GROUP C - Fallen, no data

GROUP D - Fallen, no data
GROUP E - Fallen, no data
GROUP F - Fallen, no dATA
GROUP G - Fallen, no data
GROUP H - Structure 2 - "Classic" Puuc

SQUARE 3-D
No structures shown on map
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

SQUARE 4-A

GROUP A -
GROUP B - Fallen - No data
GROUP C - Fallen - no data
GROUP D - No data
GROUP E - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style

Structure 2 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Structure 3 - Fallen - "Classic" Puuc
Structure 4 - Vaulted masonry building - fallen
Structure 5 - Vaulted masonry building - fallen
Structure 6 - Fallen - no data

GROUP F - No data
Group G - No data
GROUP H - No data
GROUP I - Structure 1 - "Classic" Puuc

Structure 2 - Fallen - no data
Structure 3 - Fallen - no data
Structure 4 - Foundation brace
Note: Notes on lower level, west side of platform

GROUP J - Fallen - no data
GROUP X - Fallen - no data

SQUARE 4-B

GROUP A - Structure 3 - Early Puuc style
Structure 4 - uncertain
Structure 5 - Uncertain
Structure 6 - Fallen, "Classic" Puuc

GROUP B - Fallen - no data
GROUP C - Structure 8 -
GROUP D - No data
GROUP E - Structure 1 - Fallen, Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Structure 2 Fallen - no data
Structure 3 - Fallen - no data

GROUP F - No data
GROUP G - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (COMT.)

SQUARE 4-B (cont.)

GROUP H - No data
GROUP I - No data
GROUP 3 - Fallen, no data
GROUP X - No data
GROUP L - Fallen, no data
GROUP M - Structure 2 - Classic Puuc Mosaic style

All other structures in this group fallen - no data
GROUP N - Structure 7 -

SQUARE 4-C

GROUP A - Fallen, no data
GROUP B - No data
GROUP C - Structure 1 - Early Puuc style, with Colonnette addit.

Structure 2 - Fallen - no data
Structure 3 - Fallen, no data
Structure 4 - Fallen, no data

SQUARE 4-D

No structures shown on map
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ARCHITECTURAL DATA RECORD (CONT.)

GROUPS AND BUILDINGS NOT SHOWN ON SHOOK MAP

"BALL BUILDING - Classic Puuc Mosaic style

BUILDING NEAR TRAIL TO DON MIGUEL MILPA - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

N7lOO - E6300 - Early Puuc style

N7lOO - E5400 - Early Puuc style
N7SOQ - E5400 - Structure 1 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Structure 2 - "Classic" Puuc
N7200 - E5500 - "Classic" Puuc
N7200 - E5580 - Early Puuc style

N6BOO - E5600 - East Building - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

South structure - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

N7350 - E5400 - Structure 1 - "Classic" Puuc
Structure 2 - "Classic" Puuc
Structure 4 - Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Structure 5 - "Classic" Puuc
Structure 6 - "Classic" Puuc
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'SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: ALL EARLY PUUC STYLE BUILDINGS DATE;4/23/85

CHART SHOWING BUILDINGS WITH EARLY PUUC STYLE ARCHITECTURE

SQUARE BUILDING DRAWINGS PHOTOS ARCH. DATA NOTES

1-C Group B GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 1

281 First level, Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 BM
West Wing GFA - 1978 GFA - 1978 GFA - 1978

2-8 Group D, GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 3

2^B Group H " GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 DC
Structure 6

2-B Group J GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 7
Group I Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980
Structure 4 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981

2-C Group A GFA - 1985
Structure 5

2-C Group A GFA - 1985
Structure 6

3-A Group C GFA - 1985
Structure 3

3-A Group D GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 7

3-A Group F GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 8

3-B Group D Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 DC
Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985

3-B Group B Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980
Structure 2 GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979

3-B Group M GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 4

3-C Group B Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 BM
Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 .

4-A Group E GFA - 1985 GFA - 1935 DC
Structure 1

4-B Group G Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 DC
Structure 1 GFA - 1984

4-B Group A GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 DC
Structure 3

4-B Group N GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 7

4-C Group C Pollock - 1900 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 SW
Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985

N7lOO Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E6300 ;
N7lOO Structure 1 GFA - 1985
E5400
N7200 Structure 1 GFA - 1985
E5580

LEGEND: SW = Sloping Upper Wall
DC s Doorway Columns
BM = "Broken" Medial Moulding
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CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF EARLY PUUC STYLE

BASE Low, single member base moldings with slight projection.
Simple rectangular shape, formed with moderately well-cut
specialized stones.

LOWER WALL Plain lower wall zones except for occasional examples of
ZONE applied-on stucco sculpture. Walls are vertical.

WALL Considerable variation. Ranges from block wall construe-
CONSTRUCTION tion similar to that used in Proto-Puuc or Early Oxkintok

styles to veneer and concrete walls faced with moderately
well dressed blocks with shallow tennon on back. Construc-
tion technology can best be described as "transitional".

DOORWAYS Varies. Most doorways narrow and low, as in earlier styles,
with stone lintels. Multiple doorways with round columns
and square capitals make their first appearance in this
style.

DOORJAMBS Varies. Some doorjambs formed with small blocks as in ear-
lier styles. Others formed with moderately well dressed
slabs, full thickness of wall. Small offsets at doorjambs
just below lintels where round columns occur.

MEDIAL Single-member, rectangular or slightly beveled medial mold-
MOLDINGS ings which project out 8-10 cm beycnd lower walls. Numerous

examples of medial moldings which break up over doorways,
a feature which is entirely confined to this style.

UPPER WALL Upper wall zones generally vertical but there are several
ZONE examples of upper walls with considerable inward slope.

Vertical upper walls generally set back several centimeters
from face of lower walls. Sloping upper walls project out
beyond lower walls. Many buildings with projecting stones
in upper wall zones which probably supported stucco sculp-
tures. Several examples of upper walls with repetitive pat-
terns of small recesses, or more rarely, patterns of pro-
jecting stones.

CORNICE No cornice moldings on most buildings in eastern Puuc zone.
MOLDINGS Single member, rectangular cornice moldings set just be-

low roof lines in western sector. Buildings with sloping
upper walls generally have sloping cornice members.

ROOF COMBS High roof combs over front or medial walls are fairly com-
mon. Roofcombs pierced with vertical openings in geometric
patterns. Many projecting stones, also in repetitive geo-
metric patterns, including large stones set at 45 degrees
to corners. Roofcombs generally constructed of roughly
dressed or undressed slabs, with considerable spawl between
slabs .
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CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF EARLY PUUC STYLE (cont.)

VAULTS AND Vaults generally low compared to Classic Puuc examples, many
BEAMS with considerable curvature. Pronounced offsets at springline

but many lack true offsets below capstones. Vault surfaces
vary from wavy to smooth and intersections between vaults
and capstones tend to form irregular lines. Wooden crossties
in various locations in vaults and just below springlines of
vaults .

VAULT Considerable variation. Some vaults formed with rough-cut
CONSTRUCTION slabs as in earlier styles while others are faced with dres-

sed stones, set into a concrete hearting. Even in best ex-
amples, vault stones tend to be set in slightly irregular
courses. Semi-specialized vault facing stones have wedge
shape or slight bevel. As with wall construction, vault
construction can best be characterized as "transitional".

CORDHOLDERS Finger-type cordholders adjacent to doorjambs on interior
& ROD HOLDERS fairly common. Large stone rings fairly rare. Rod sockets

in doorjambs where jambs are formed with large slabs, full
thickness of wall.

DECORATION Decorative elements include: 1) doorjambs, lintels over door-
ways, column capitals and round doorway columns carved in
low relief. Motifs include human figures and hieroglyphic
inscriptions; 2) stucco sculpture in upper wall zones and
on roof combs, including horizontal moldings on roof combs.
Some special stucco sculptures apparently supported on pro-
jecting stones in upper walls, and roof combs. Motifs include
featherwork and realistic human and animal figures, executed
in a curvilinear style; 3) small cut-stone geometric shapes
(diamonds, trapezoids, stepped "pyramids") set in shallow
recesses above doorways with "broken" medial moldings. Empha-
sis is on stucco sculpture, all of which was painted. Wall
paintings are extremely rare (see Mui-Chic) and painted cap-
stones
See fig. 22 for list of buildings with hieroglyphic inscrip-
tions and carved, doorway columns.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: ALL COLONNETTE STYLE BLDGS. DATE:S/23/85 "

CHART SHOWING BUILDINGS WITH CLASSIC PUUC COLONNETTE STYLE ARCHITECTURE

SQUARE BUILDING DRAWINGS PHOTOS ARCH. DATA NOTES

1-B Group A Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 SW
Structure 2 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981
Rooms 4 & 5

1-B Group A
1/ Structure 2 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 SW

Rooms 6 & 7
1-B Group B GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985

Structure 3

1-B Group c GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 4

2-B Group B Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980
Structure 1 GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979
E. Wing, Ist

2-B Group B GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 CC
Structure 8

2-C Group C Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 CC
Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985

2-C Group c Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 CC
Structure 2 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985

2-C Group C GFA - 1985 Fallen-data
Structure 3 from debris

3-8 Group C GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
Structure 1

3-B Group C GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 CC
Structure 2

3-8 Group D GFA - 1985
Structure 3

3-B Group E GFA - 1985 Failen-data
Structure 3 from debris

4-A Group E GFA - 1985
Structure 2

4-B Group C GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 CC
Structure 8

4-B Group E GFA - 1985 Fallen-data
Structure 1 " from debris

7 Trail to D. GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 CC 'Miguel milpa
N6BOO Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E5600 (East Bldg.)
N6BOO Structure 2 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E5600 (South Bldg.)
N7275 Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E5450
N7250 Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E5500
N7350 Structure 4 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 CC
E5400
N7500 Structure 1 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
E5500 I

LEGEND: CC = Corner Columns
DC = Doorway Columns
SW = Sloping upper wall
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.CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF CLASSIC COLONNETTE STYLE

BASE Three member base moldings with colonnettes in central mem-
ber are typical. Colonnettes generally continuous but may be
in groups of three or more. Occasional examples of one and
two member rectangular base moldings without colonnettes.

LOWER WALL Varies. Plain lower wall zones or walls with inset groups
ZONE of half-round columns, both plain and banded. Many examples

of inset corner columns of two types. First type is large,
3/4 round column with flange at top and bottom. Second type
features three typical half-round columns. Walls are verti-
cal .

WALL Walls constructed with concrete core faced with dressed stone
CONSTRUCTION blocks. Facing stones generally larger than in earlier styles

and vary somewhat in size. Many have very short tenon on
back and average about 20-22 cm in depth.

DOORWAYS Simple, rectangular doorways, some with slight inward slope
to jambs. Doorways generally wider and higher than in ear-
lier styles and stone lintels are typical. Multiple doorways
with round columns are extremely rare.

DOORJAMBS Doorjambs consistently formed with large slabs full thickness
of wall.

MEDIAL Three and four member medial moldings of two basic types.
24OLDINGS Type A (fig. ) includes continuous colonnettes in next to

lowest member. Type B (fig. ) has apron-type members top
and bottom with narrow rectangular member in center. Occa-
sional examples of moldings with five or more members. All
moldings made with well-cut, specialized stones.

UPPER WALL Upper wall zones filled with continuous half-round columns,
ZONE both plain and banded or groups of half-round columns, alter-

nating with plain sections. Upper walls generally vertical
but there are some notable exceptions where upper walls are
sloped and lack true medial moldings. See fig. for list of
buildings with sloping upper wall zones.

CORNICE Three and four member cornice moldings of the same two types
MOLDINGS used for medial moldings. Cornice moldings generally match

medial moldings but there are some exceptions.

ROOF COMBS Roof combs extremely rare and are not characteristic of this
style. (See Kabah, Str.2C2for one exception).
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CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF CLASSIC COLONNETTE STYLE

(cont.)

VAULTS AND Vaults are generally higher (1.5-2.4 m) than in earlier styles.
BEAMS All have offsets at springline, below capstones and at ends

of rooms. Vaults generally have curved soffits and springline
projections are smaller than in earlier styles. Wooden cross-
ties in vaults and in walls at ends of rooms just below spring-
lines. Numerous projecting stones shaped like "feet" in vaults
and ends of rooms.

VAULT Vaults constructed with concrete cores faced with specialized
CONSTRUCTION stones dressed on exposed face. Profiles of vault facing

stones vary from wedge shape to occasional examples of boot
shapes. Moldings below capstones and springline courses are
carefully dressed. Vault facing stones laid in even courses
and no spawl required as edges are carefully dressed. Dres-
sed face tipped inward to account for slope of vault.

CORDHOLDERS & Small finger-type cordholders around inner doorjambs almost
RODHOLDERS universal. Numerous examples of large stone rings adjacent

to doorways. Some examples of projecting stones shaped like
a foot in vaults. Rod sockets in doorjambs are typical; ba-
sic pattern is one near top of jamb with two below.

DECORATION Decoration is confined exclusively to the use of half-round
columns, both plain and banded in lower and upper wall zones
and colonnettes in medial and cornice moldings. Several
types of "spools" used in banded varieties but simple, apron-
type three member spool is most common. Occasional use of
"balls" in place of colonnettes or columns. Occasional ex-
amples of wall paintings and painted capstones.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: DATE:

CHART SHOWING BUILDINGS WITH CLASSIC PUUC MOSAIC STYLE ARCHITECTURE

SQUARE BUILDING DRAWINGS PHOTOS ARCH. DATA NOTES
281 2nd level Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 CM, DC, LM

E. & W. Wings GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979 GFA - 1979
2-8 Group H Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 CC, LM

Structure 5 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985
4-B Group M Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 Pollock - 1980 CC, CM

Structure 2 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981 GFA - 1981
NB7OO "Ball" GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 GFA - 1985 See notes
E5070 Building

LEGEND: CM s, Corner Masks
CC = Corner Columns
DC = Doorway Columns
LM = Long-nosed Masks
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CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF CLASSIC MOSAIC STYLE

BASE Three member base moldings with colonnettes in central mem-
ber are typical. Some examples where central member includes
step-and-fret designs or more rarely spools in place of us-
ual colonnettes.

LOWER WALL Varies. Many lower wall zones plain. Others have groups of
ZONE inset, half-round columns and/or corner columns. Occasion-

al examples of panels in lower walls with carved geometric
designs, and at least one example of long-nosed masks in
lower walls. Walls generally vertical but some with slight
outward slope.

WALL Walls consistently constructed with concrete cores faced
CONSTRUCTION with dressed blocks. Technology is identical to that used

in Columnar style. Some variation in size of facing blocks
and coursing is not always even.

DOORWAYS Most doorways have simple, rectangular shapes but some have
jambs with slight inward slope. Doorways tend to be wider
than in Columnar style buildings and widest doorways have
wooden lintels in place of more typical stone lintels.
Some examples of multiple doorways with round columns and
square capitals.

DOORJAMBS Doorjambs consistently formed with large slabs full thickness
of wall as in Columnar style. Offsets at top of jambs in
doorways with round columns.

MEDIAL Varies. Three and four member moldings of the same two types
MOLDINGS used on Columnar style buildings are most common but there

are numerous examples of moldings with two, or as many as
five or six members. Faces of moldings are frequently deco-
rated with carved, geometric designs (guilloche, egg and
dart) and designs combining zig-zag detantes with triangles
are substituted for the more common colonnettes. Some ex-
amples of moldings with inset rosettes.

UPPER WALL Upper wall zones decorated with a variety of geometric de-
ZONES signs and masks executed in a mosaic technique. Upper walls

mostly vertical but there are some examples of sloping upper
walls. See fig. for list of buildings with sloping upper
walls.

CORNICE Three and four member cornice moldings similar to medial mold-
MOLDINGS ings are typical. Cornice moldings tend to match medial mold-

ings and are decorated if medial moldings are decorated. Some
examples of inset rosettes (pendant shields).
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CHART SHOWING BASIC ARCHITECTURAL, CONSTRUCTION,
AND DECORATIVE FEATURES OF CLASSIC MOSAIC STYLE

(cont.)

ROOF COMBS Roof combs extremely rare and not characteristic of Mosaic
style. Where present, roof combs carry horizontal moldings
and are pierced with vertical slots or stepped shapes. Con-
struction technology same as for walls.

VAULTS AND Vaults very similar to those found in Columnar style. Some
BEAMS vaults with straight sides but most with slight curvature

to soffits. All vaults have rectangular moldings just below
capstones .

VAULT Same as in Columnar style although there is more extensive
CONSTRUCTION use of boot-shaped vault facing stones in later examples.

Quality of stonework varies from average to excellent .
CORDHOLDERS Small, finger-type cordholders adjacent to doorways on in-
& RODHOLDERS terior is typical. Stone rings used frequently. Rod sockets

in doorjambs, similar to those used in Columnar style.

DECORATION All decoration in cut stone, executed as a mosaic. Forms
are geometric and motifs include several varieties of frets,
half-round columns, both plain and banded, X-type lattice-
work, long-nosed masks, including stacked corner masks,
squares, spools of several varieties, and a zig-zag de-
tante. Several varieties of repetitive geometric designs
used to decorate faces of medial and cornice moldings.
Projecting rosettes inserted into cornice moldings. Oc-
casional use of realistic sculptures of human or animal
forms as well as symbolic huts with thatched roofs.
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JSAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; DATE;

LIST OF "CLASSIC" PUUC BUILDINGS - STYLE UNCERTAIN

SQUARE 2-8, Group F. Structure 4
SQUARE 2-B, Group I, Structure 9

SQUARE 2-C, Group F, Structure 8

SQUARE 2-C, Group G, Structure 7
SQUARE 2-C, Group G, Structure 9
SQUARE 3-A, Group C, Structure 1
SQUARE 3-A, Group A, Structure 6
SQUARE 3-C, Group B, Structure 1, Rooms 3 and 4
SQUARE 3-C, Group H, Structure 2
SQUARE 4-A, Group E. Structure 3
SQUARE 4-a, Group I, Structure 1
SQUARE 4-B, Group N, Structure 7
SQUARE 4-B, Group A, Structure 6
SQUARE 4-C, Group C, Structure 1, Rooms 2 and 3

SQUARE 2-C, Group C, Structure 3
N7200 - E5500
N7350 - E5400, Structure 1
N7350 - E5400, Structure 2
N7350 - E5400, Structure 5
N7350 -£5400, Structure 6
N7500 - E5400, Structure 2
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: i-b, Group A, Structure 2, W. Wing DATE: 4/26/81,

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: West Wing, consisting of five rooms at south edge
of Terrace. Rooms 1-3 now fallen

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Rooms 4 and 5

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Two members. Upper member with slight bevel
Size: .39m high total. Upper member .14m high, projects ,037mbeyond
wall above

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 1.98mtop of base to bottom of projecting upper facade
Stonework: 6 courses of facing stones, set in somewhat uneven courses
Thickness: Front wall .58m thick at doorjamb
Decoration: Group of 3 inset colonnettes with spools roughly centered be-
tween doorways. Total width .99m. Spools with three different profiles

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Jambs with slight inwarad slope

Jambs: Large stones, full thickness of wall
Lintel: Stone, .27m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding as upper wall forms continuous
surface in plain areas

Projection: Upper wall projects .27m beyond lower wall
UPPER WALL:

Height: 1.14mbottom of projections to bottom of cornice molding
Decoration: Groups of 3, 4 and 5 colonnettes with spools and sculptured
heads in upper wall zones with plain areas between
Stonework: Large facing stones above projecting course, .24m high

Other: Sculptured heads in place of colonnettes and spools (see restored
facade) are extremely unusual

CORNICE:
Form: Three members, with apron-type members top and bottom. Lower
member includes groups of 3, 4 and 8 inset colonnettes
Size: Total height .99m. Lower and upper members .43m high
Projection: .15m at bottom

ROOF STRUCTURE: None
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Observations: Inward sloping upper wall, sculptured heads, and complex pro-
files of spools are all unusual features for Colonnette style
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Group A< structure 2 DATE: 4/26/81

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM 4
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.72 m
Width: 2.82 m

WALLS:
Height: 1.60mtop of raised floor to springline
Thickness: .58m at doorway

Stonework: 7 courses. Facing blocks irregular in size and have roughly
dressed faces and edges
Doorways: .45m bottom of lintel to springline. Jambs with slight inward
slope
Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders both sides of doorway high and low.
.38m to center from jamb. .35m below lintel and .22m above fioor
Rings: None
Wall Openings: Small hole in front wall just below projecting upper wall
Observations: Step, .25m high at inside face of front wall. Large U-shaped
bench, .49m high fills most of room. Molding at top of bench about .13m
high

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .llm
Height: 1.47mspringline to bottom of capstones
Form: Soffits with slight curvature
Stonework: 6 courses of stones in vaults. Exposed faces only roughly
dressed
Capstones: Capstone span about ,60m. Molding below capstone .06m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. No crossbeams in vaults
Observations: Vaults somewhat cruder than in other Colonnette style
buildings at Sayil
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: i-B , Group A, Structure 2 DATE: 4/26/81

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 5

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 4.42 m
Width: 2.82 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.14mfloor to springline

Thickness: .53m at jamb

Stonework: 8 courses
Doorway: Doorjambs with slight inward slope. 1.12mwide at bottom.
.45m bottom of lintel to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Small, finger-type cordholders both sides of doorway, high
and low. Same spacing as in Room 4
Rings: None
Wall Openings: Small hole in front wall - just below projecting upper wall
Observations: Bench 1.09mdeep, .60m high in left end of room. Niche in
front, .78m wide, .30m high, .40m deep

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .llm
Height: 1.47 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 6 courses of vault stones, slightly irregular in size
Capstones: Capstone span about ,60m. Molding below capstone .06m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. No crossbeams in vaults
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. These rooms similar to rooms 4 and 5.
2. Groups of three colonnettes with spools between doorways as in rooms

4 and 5.
3. Medium sized, moderately well-cut vault and wall facing stones.
4. Wedge to semi-boot shaped vault stones.
5. Springline course of vault stones have vertical face.
6. Crossbeams in first course of stones below springline near ends of

rooms.
7. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 1-B, Group B, Structure 3 DATE; 4/15/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2 room building. Doors on south side. Recently consoli-
dated by INAH.

ORIENTATION: 189° - perpendicular to doorways.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:
BASE MOLDING:

Form: 3 members - continuous colonnettes in central member. Upper member
with slight bevel.
Size: Upper member .13m - Colonnettes .31m - Lower member .17 to ,20m

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 2.05mtop of base to bottom of medial molding.
Stonework: 6 courses. Moderately well cut. Slightly irregular courses.
Coursing, bottom to top - .46m, .35m, .30m, .35m, .25m, .28m
Thickness: ,63m at jamb, front wall.

Decoration: None
DOORWAYS:

Shape: Slight inward slope

Jambs: Large stones, full thickness of wall
Lintel: .30m

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 members ? - only lower member now in place
Size: Lower member .20m high
Projection: .22m at bottom

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown. (See interior data)

Decoration: ? - .33m high spools in debris
Stonework: Outer wall facing fallen. No data
Other: Debris cleared by INAH. No data on upper wall zone

CORNICE: Fallen. No data
ROOF STRUCTURE: None
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Observations: Style based on colonnettes in base molding and spools in debris.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 1-B, Group B, Structure 3 DATE: 4/15/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:
ROOM: 1
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.43 m
Width: 2.8 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.28mfloor to springline

Thickness: .63m at jamb

Stonework: 8 courses. Squarish blocks, moderately well-cut
Doorways: .53m bottom lintel to springline. Two large stones each jamb.
Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: None visible
Rings: 1 each side of doorway - .38m to center below springline. 2.33mcenter to
center, .14m diameter
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Average Classic Puuc stonework

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .08m -Height: 1.65mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with straight sides. Springline course has nearly vertical face
Stonework: 7 courses. Moderately well-cut. Even courses
Capstones: Very narrow capstone span. .10 to .15m (slightly irregular). Cap-
stone molding .10 m high
Crossbeams: Crossbeams near ends room in springline course - 3 in capstone
molding near ends and at center
Observations: Exceptionally narrow capstone span. Room 2 partly fallen.
Details same as Room 1
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Moulding stones with sloping face in debris.
2. Large jamb stones, full thickness of wall.
3. Colonnettes in debris, .19m in diameter, .38m long.
4. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Very large jambstones in place or in debris.
2. Portion of good "classic" Puuc vault in place in room 1.
3. This vault faced with well-cut, wedge-shaped stones, set in even

courses. Soffit with straight sides. Four courses = 1.15mhigh.
4. Very large moulding stones from medial moulding in debris. Vertical

faces. .24m high, ,76m long.
5. Upper wall, rear, faced with very roughly dressed blocks. This wall.

set back .30m from face of lower wall - see detail
6. Wall facing stones less well-cut than vault stones.
7. No "classic" moulding stones or decorative elements in debris.
8. Early Puuc architectural style, based on stonework and architectural

details.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 2-B, Group B, Structure 8 DATE: 4/19/RS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Details - west side of Room 7

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING: Covered. No data

LOWER WALLS:
Height: Unknown. Partly covered with debris

Stonework: Small squarish blocks. Moderately well cut
Thickness: .60m (±)

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS: To Room 2
Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Full thickness of wall
Lintel: .27m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 members. Colonnettes and stepped frets in central member (see
detail)

Size: .58m total height
Projection: ,11m at bottom, .05m at top

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown
Decoration: Colonnettes in groups of three plus plain sections. Three
colonnettes equal .68m. Plain areas .68m
Stonework: Average Classic Puuc

CORNICE: Fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: Rooms on upper level in center. (Rooms 5 and 6). (See
plan)

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Obseervations: Only stepped fret seen at Sayil is in molding described above
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Walls faced with very small blocks.
2. Very small wedge-shaped vault facing stones in debris.
3. No lintels or jambs exposed in debris.
4. No "classic" Puuc stonework exposed in debris.
5. Early Puuc architectural style
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 2-B, Group F, Structure 4 DATE:4/19/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Large, beveled moulding stones in debris.
2. No colonnettes in debris.
3. All facades entirely collapsed - no data.

4. Rooms 5, 5, 7, and 8 collapsed.

5. Classic Puuc architecture - style uncertain.
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SAYIL PROJECT -BUILDING; 2-B, Group F, Structure 4 DATE: 4/19/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:
Length; 5.07 m
Width: ? Front wall fallen

WALLS:
Height: ? Room partly filled with debris
Thickness: .81m - dividing wall to Room 1
Stonework: Facing stones roughly dressed. 4 courses = .96m high
Doorways; Fallen. No data
Observations: Minimum data due to advanced state of collapse

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .07m long wall
Height: 1.34mspringline to bottom of capstone molding
Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: 6 courses of vault stones. Souarish faces, moderately well cut
Wedge shaoed in section
Capstones: Capstone span ,38m (+). Molding below .llm high
Crossbeams: No data

Observations: Typical Classic Puuc vaulting
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 2-B, Group H, Structure 5 DATE: 4/19/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Large building with rooms on two levels. See plan.

ORIENTATION: 7° - perpendicular to doorway of Room 1.
EXTERIOR DETAILS: Main facade, East Wing (Rooms 1 & 2)

BASE MOLDING:
Form: 3 members - continuous colonnettes in central member. Rectangular
upper and lower members.
Size: ..56m total height. Upper member .14m high. Colonnettes .28m high

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 1.97mtop of base to bottom of medial molding
Stonework: 5 courses. Medium large, rectangular blocks
Thickness: .60m (±)
Decoration: Large corner column. Left rear and right front (See plans)

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Slight inward slope
Jambs: Full thickness of wall
Lintel: ,24m high

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 member with continuous colonnettes in central member. Colonnettes
with same slope as bottom member
Size: ,50m total height. Upper member ,12m. Colonnettes .19m high
Projection: .24m at bottom

UPPER WALL:
Height: .87m top of medial molding to bottom of cornice
Decoration: Continuous colonnettes with spools in center. Spools .29m high.
Mask over doorway to Room 3-now fallen
Stonework: Average Classic Puuc
Other: Mask parts in debris (See photos)

CORNICE:
Form: Saame as medial molding plus outward sloping coping member
Size: Same as medial molding
Projection: .20m beyond colonnettes below

ROOF STRUCTURE: Central room on upper level
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Mosaic style

Observations: One of only four buildings in Mosaic style at Sayil.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 2-B, Group H, Structure 5 DATE: 4/19/85

EXTERIOR DETAILS; West Side, Room 4

BASE MOLDING: Covered -no data
LOWER WALLS:

Height; Unknown - partly covered with debris
Stonework; Medium large blocks, fairly well cut and dressed
Thickness; ?
Decoration; Large spools in debris (from corner columns ?)

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form; 3 members. Continuous colonnettes in central member with same slope
as lower member
Size; .50m total
Projection; ,19m

UPPER WALL:
Height; .84m top medial molding to bottom of cornice
Decoration; Inset with plain colonnettes in groups of 3. 3 colonnettes = ,65m
total width. Colonnettes alternate with plain sections.
Stonework; 3 courses in plain section of wall
Other; 3 colonnettes adjacent to projecting wall to right. 1.97m plain section
beyond.

CORNICE:
Form; 4 members. Same as medial molding plus outward sloping coping
member
Size; Same as medial molding
Projection; .20m

ROOF STRUCTURE: Room at higher level to right of this room (Room 4)
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; ?--B, Group H, Structure 5 DATE: 4/19/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:
ROOM: 1
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.09 m
Width: 2.44mat jamb

WALLS:
Height: 2.22mfloor to springline

Thickness: .57m at jamb
Stonework: 8-9 courses - courses irregular - roughly dressed blocks
Doorways: 1.09mwide at top - 1.12mat bottom. Lintel ,20m thick. .46m
bottom lintel to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: None visible (consolidated)
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Rectangular molding at floorline, back wall - .17 m high. Projects
.06m

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .07 to .13m, irregular
Height: 1.52mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: 6 courses. Squarish blocks, moderately well cut. Fairly even
courses
Capstones: Capstone span .38m (±). Capstone molding .12m high
Crossbeams: Small crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stone
below springline. Four additional (small) crossbeams at bottom of first course
of stone below capstone molding
Other: No "feet" or other special features
Observations: Typical Classic Puuc vault
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 2-B, Group H, Structure 5 DATE: 4/19/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:
ROOM 2
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.12 m
Width: 1.94mat jamb

WALLS:
Height: 1.96m floor to springline
Thickness: .56m at jamb

Stonework: 7 courses. Roughly dressed, squarish blocks. Fairly even
courses
Doorway: Full thickness jambs. Springline at top of lintel; lintel .23m high

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Finger-type, high and low. .27m to center from jambs. Upper
cordholder .40m below bottom lintel
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Same construction as Room 1

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .05m
Height: 1.36mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffit with slight curvature
Stonework: 5 courses. Facing stones with squarish faces. Fairly even courses
Capstones: Capstone span .40m (±). Capstone molding .10 m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends room in first course of stones below
springline. 3 or 4 additional crossties at bottom of first course of stone below
capstone molding

Other: No special features
Observations: Similar to Room 1
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 2-B, Group H, Structure 3 DATE; 4/19/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:
ROOM; 3
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.89 m
Width: 2.2mat jamb

WALLS:
Height: 2.2mfloor to springline

Thickness: ,54m at jamb

Stonework: 8 courses. Roughly dressed, squarish blocks
Doorways: Jambs full thickness of wall. .47m bottom lintel to springline.
Lintel .20m thick
Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders high and low. ,50m to center from
jambs
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: All details similar to Room 1

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .09m
Height: 1.55mspringline to bottom capstone molding
Form: Soffits with very slight curvature
Stonework: 6 courses. Facing stones better cut and dressed than those in
walls. Faces squarish
Capstones: Capstone span .39m. Capstone molding ,10m high
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends room in first course of stone below
springline

# Two additional crossbeams above at bottom of first course of stone
below capstone molding
Other: No special features
Observations: Similar to Room 1.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Large, round doorway columns and jambs in place in room 2.
2. Medium sized wall facing stones - moderately well-cut.
3. Wedge-shaped vault stones in debris.
4. Moulding stones with vertical face in debris.
5. Column capitals .73m long, .50m deep, .26m high.
6. Many pilas in debris near right end.
7. Early Puuc style.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Three room building, 15.2mlong.

2. Very small wall facing stones, exterior and interior. These stones
.20 to .23m high, .20 to .30m wide.

3. Large moulding stones with vertical face in debris.
4. No "classic" stonework noted.
5. Early Puuc style.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Building mostly collapsed except for small portion of lower wall and

medial moulding.

2. Three-member medial moulding with spools in central member. See de-
tail.

3. Unusual sculptured stone in debris, which appears to be from a corner
of upper wall. See photos.

4. Large corner column in debris near left corner, rear.
5. Large spools, .33m high, and .33m in diameter from corner column.
6. Many colonnettes and spools in debris.

7. Small to medium sized facing stones in exterior walls - well-cut.
8. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Building mostly collapsed and little data available.
2. Small portion of medial moulding in place - small T-shaped frets in

central member. See detail and photos.

3. Springline offset - .09m. Springline course has vertical face.
4. Large spool in debris near corner. From corner column?
5. Rear wall has two-member medial moulding with no frets.
Classic Puuc Colonnette style?
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[SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 2-C, Group I, Structure 4 DATE:4/26/81 ~]
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 2-C, Group I, Structure 4 DATE; 4/26/81

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4-room building situated on low platform. Right
end room (south) mostly fallen

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular molding

Size: .23m high, projects .05m beyond wall above

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 2.13mtop of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: Walls faced with small, squarish blocks, 11-12 courses
Thickness: Outside wall .56m thick at doorjambs
Decoration: Traces of red paint on small sections of remaining plaster

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Formed with small stones, similar in size to wall stones

Lintel: Stones ,22m high

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular molding
Size: .16m high
Projection: .12m at bottom, .17m at top. Face of upper wall steps back
.05m from face of lower wall

UPPER WALL:
Height: Approximately 1.60mtop of medial molding to top of roof
Decoration: None
Stonework: Upper wall faced with roughly dressed blocks, irregular in shape

CORNICE: No cornice molding present

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style
Observations: A very typical Early Puuc style building in every respect
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 2-C, Group I, Structure 4 DATE: 4/26/81

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 1
DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.03 m
Width: 2.20 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.28mfloor to springline

Thickness: .56m at doorjambs

Stonework; 13 courses of wall facing stones. Many stones .13m x .15m high
and none are larger than .30m x .30m
Doorways: Stone lintel. .38m bottom of lintel to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Small, finger-type cordholders on both sides of doorways, high
and low
Wall Openings: Several small openings in walls .10m x .10m to .15m to ,20m
in size. One in each end wall in second course below springline. Four in outer
wall just below medial molding, and four in dividing wall between Rooms 1 and
3
Observations: Wall facing stones exceptionally small

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .12m
Height: Soffits with moderate curvature
Stonework: 9-10 courses of vault facing stones. Springline course is .22m high
but course above about .13m to .15m high
Capstones: Capstone span about .35m. No molding below capstone. Last
course of vaultstones finishes below capstones, leaving space for plaster mold-
ing

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room with others centered on
doorway piers ,30m below springline. Additional crossbeams about .40m be-
low capstones
Observations: Vaults faced with very small stones compared to those used
in "classic" vaults.
Notes: Details of Rooms 2-4 similar to Room 1

Low wall between doorway of Room 3 - ,39m thick, one course high
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-A, Group D, Structure 7 DATE; 4/12/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3 room buuilding. Left end wall and part of rear wall
in place

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular
Size: Projects .05m beyond wall above

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 2.05mtop of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: Small blocks. 10 courses of stones, medium well cut

Thickness: .66m left end
Decoration: None

DOORWAYS: No data

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular
Size: .16m high
Projection: .10m at bottom, .25m at top

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown. 5 courses of facing stones = 1.22 m
Decoration: None
Stonework: Very roughly dressed blocks
Other: Typical Early Puuc upper wall - stepped back from lower wall

CORNICE: No data

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style
Observations: Typical Early Puuc with good stonework in lower walls
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 3-A, Group D, Structure 7 DATE: 4/12/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.24 m
Width: 2.84 m

WALLS:
Height: Unknown. Room filled with debris
Thickness: .63m end wall, left
Stonework: Very small squarish blocks set in even courses. Well cut and
dressed. 5 courses = ,81m

Doorways: Fallen
Rod Sockets: No data
Cordholders: No data
Rings: No data
Wall Openings: Hole .12m x .15m in outside wall in second course of stones
below springline. .40m to center from end wall
Observations: Very good interior stonework for Early Puuc style building

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .06m at ends of room
Height: Unknown. Fallen (minimum 1.37m)

Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: Small vault stones, irregular sizes. Number of courses unknown
Capstones: Fallen
Crossbeams: No data
Observations: Vault mostly collapsed
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-A, Group F, Structure 8 DATE; 4/12/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3 room building with U shape

ORIENTATION: 285° - perpendicular to front wall, central room
EXTERIOR DETAILS

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris
LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown
Stonework: Small blocks, fairly well cut

Thickness: ,58m - left end, Room 1
Decoration: None

DOORWAYS: Fallen. No data
MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular
Size: .15m high
Projection: .12m at bottom - .19m at top

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown
Decoration: None
Stonework: Faced with roughly dressed blocks, larger than wall stones
Other: Similar to Structure

CORNICE: Fallen. No data
ROOF STRUCTURE: None
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style

Observations: Typical Early Puuc architectural and construction features,
with good stonework
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-A, Group F, Structure 8 DATE: 4/19/85

ROOM: 2

INTERIOR DETAILS
DIMENSIONS:

Length; 3.80 m
Width: 2.44 m

WALLS:
Height: Unknown
Thickness: .58m to .61m
Stonework: Small blocks, moderately well cut
Doorways: Fallen
Rod Sockets, Cordholders, Rings: No data
Wall Openings: Small hole, .12 x ,12m, front wall left

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: ,05m

Height: Unknown. Six courses in place over front wall = 1.06mhigh
Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: Small vault stones-slab to wedge shaped in section
Capstones: Fallen
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of rooms in 2nd course of stones
below springline
Observations: Typical Early Puuc style building
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|SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3 . R Group B . structure 2 DATE: 2 /25/78

GENERAL DESCRIPTION; 2-room building with three additional rooms (now fallen)
added later

EXTERIOR DETAILS: South Facade, Room 1

BASE MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular molding

Size: .27m high, projects .05m beyond wall above
LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.05mtop of base molding to bottom of medial molding
Stonework: 8 courses in wall, .25m x .25m and smaller in size
Thickness: Exterior wall, ,57m thick at jamb

Decoration: None
DOORWAYS:

Shape: Jambs with slight inward sloDe
Jambs: Jambs of outside doorway to room faced with small stones, similar
to wall stones. Jambs of doorway to Room 2, full thickness of wall
Lintel: Stone lintel, .23m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Single member, with very slightly beveled face
Size: .20m high
Projection: ,06m at bottom, .10m at top

UPPER WALL:
Height: Approximately 1.82m, top of medial molding to top of roof
Decoration: None, except for projecting stone over doorway which presum-
ably once supported stucco sculptures
Stonework: Faced with small blocks, similar to those in lower walls. Moder-
ately well cut

Other: Face of upper wall set back about .035mfrom face of lower wall
CORNICE: No cornice molding present
ROOF STRUCTURE:

Location: Over medial wall between Rooms 1 and 2
Description; Single wall variety with vertical openings in five rows. Three-
member molding above first row of openings. Many projecting stones at cor-
ners and in face of walls
Dimensions: Overall height about 4.86m. Thickness at base - .81m

(continued)
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group B, Structure 2 DATE; 2/25/78"]
Page 2

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style (Rooms 1 and 2)

Observations: Eastern addition (Rooms 3-5) now fallen and no stylistic
data available. It seems clear that the original building consisted of Rooms
1 and 2 and that Rooms 3-5 were added later. At the present time, there
is no way of knowing how much time elapsed.
Note that this building is only building at Sayil known to have a roofcomb
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group B, Structure 2 DATE: 2/25/78

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 8.41 m
Width: 2.60mat doorway. 2.01mwhere additional medial wall occurs

WALLS:
Height: 2.20mfloor to springline
Thickness: South wall .59m thick. Original dividing wall .54m thick. Addition
to medial wall .59m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with small, roughly dressed blocks
Doorways: Doorjamb of original medial wall formed with large stones, full
thickness of wall. Stone lintel, about ,26m thick. Face of lintel slightly
recessed

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: None noted
Rings: Stone rings at ends of vault, just below capstone molding

Observations: Additional wall added to medial wall at later date. Upper por-
tion of wall slopes inward and hits original face of vault just below capstone
molding

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .07m to .08m
Height: Soffits with slight curvature
Stonework: Vaults faced with very small wedge-shaped stones, similar to
those found in Structure 2C4. Faces moderately well dressed. Springline
course about .18m high, has vertical face.
Capstones: Capstone span .40m. Molding below capstone about .10m high,
forms very irregular line
Crossbeams: None noted
Observations: Vault faces very irregular due to poor stonework
Note: Vault of Room 1, now mostly fallen, has no offset at springline or
at ends of room.
Rooms 3, 4 and 5 collapsed. No data.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Square 38, Group C, Structure 1 DATE; 4/11/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2 room building - left room fallen

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING: Form and size unknown. Covered with debris

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 1.98mtop of base to bottom medial molding

Stonework: 5 courses of stone equal 1.98m. Large stones, moderately well
cut. Slightly irregular courses
Thickness: .54m at jamb

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Large jamb stones, full thickness of wall
Lintel: Stone, .23m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING
Form: 3 members. Continuous colonnettes in central member
Size: .51m total height
Projection: .25m at bottom

UPPER WALL:
Height: .81m top of medial molding to bottom of cornice
Decoration: Continuous plain colonnettes, .16m diameter, .20m center to
center
Stonework: Fair
Other: Two pieces required for each colonnette

CORNICE:
Form: Same as medial molding with addition of outward sloping coping
member
Size: Same as medial molding
Projection: .17m beyond colonnettes at bottom

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style
Observations: Typical Gblonnette style building
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Square 38, Group C, Structure 1 DATE: 4/11/85

INTERIOR DETAILS;

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 4.84 m
Width; Unknown. Back wall fallen (2.64mminimum)

WALLS:
Height; Unknown
Thickness; .52m at doorjamb

Stonework; Small, squarish blocks. 4 courses = .94m
Doorways: Doorway, front wall, .97m wide. Bottom of lintel to springline
equals .43m
Rod Sockets; None visible
Cordholders: None visible
Rings; No data
Wall Openings: No data
Observations; Room mostly filled with debris. Back wall and right end
wall fallen

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .12m
Height; Unknown
Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: Minimum of 6 courses in vault. Medium to large stones. Wedge
to semi-boot shaped facing stones
Capstones: Fallen. No data
Crossbeams; No data
Observations: Vault mostly collapsed. Remaining portion shows typical
Classic details
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 3-B, Group D, Structure 1 DATE; 4/11/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 6 rooms. Front rooms fallen

ORIENTATION: 99° - perpendicular to door

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular, ,06m projection at top
Size: .25m (plus) high

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 2.13mtop of base to bottom medial molding

Stonework: 6 courses. Very well cut - .43 to .46m high, .32m to .43m wide
Thickness: Left end wall .61m thick
Decoration: None

DOORWAYS: To Back Rooms

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Small stones (2 wide)

Lintel: Stone

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Rectangular - single member
Size: .25m thick
Projection: .16m at bottom - .33m top, at end - .10m at rear

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown - upper portion fallen
Decoration: ?
Stonework: Very rough-faced, uncut blocks
Other: Rough wall was finished wall

CORNICE: Fallen. No data

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style
Observations: Very good "Classic" stonework plus Early Puuc architecture
and decorative features
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group D, Structure 1 DATE: 4/11/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 4.26 m
Width: 2.82mat doorjamb

WALLS:
Height: 2.17m, floor to springline

Thickness: .78m at jamb

Stonework: 8 courses. Fairly well-cut. Squarish blocks
Doorways: .77m (to outer room) . Lintel .20m thick. .46m bottom lintel
to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholderes: Finger-type. .40m to center from jamb. 10" below lintel
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: All walls completely preserved

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .16m - all walls
Height: 1.40mspringline to bottom molding

Form: Soffit with very slight curvature

Stonework: Medium well cut vault stones. Wedge shape. 7 courses
Capstones: Capstone span .38m. Capstone molding .10m
Crossbeams: Single crossbeam near ends room in first course of stone be-
low springline. Single crossbeam near ends of room in first course of stone
below capstone molding
Observations: Vault soffits. Springline and cornice molding have very straight
sides and edges. Good construction
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SAYIL PROJECT ■- BUILDING; 3-B, Group D, Structure 1 DATE; 4/H/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 4

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 4.18 m
Width: 2.89 m

WALLS:
Height: ? Room partly filled with debris

Thickness: .77m at doorjamb

Stonework: Same as Room 2
Doorjambs: 2 stones thick. .45m bottom of lintel to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Finger-type .40m to center from jambs - .07m below bottom
lintel
Rings: None
Wall Openings: 2 holes in dividing wall to Room 6
Observations: Details same as Room 2

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .24m back wall. .15m front wall. .15m end wall
Height: ?
Form: Soffit with vault slightly curved
Stonework: 8 courses vault stones - well cut
Capstones: .38m capstone span. .09m capstone molding

Crossbeams: Same as in Room 2
Observations: Details same as Room 2

ROOM 6 - Partly fallen.
Details same as Rooms 2 and 4 except for inscriptions on jamb and lintel.

ROOMS 1, 3, 5 completely collapsed
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group D, Structure 3 DATE;4/11/85

GENERAL NOTES:

1. One large jamb stone in place.

2. Colonnettes with spools in debris near corners. Colonnettes, .16m in
diameter, spools, .20m in diameter, .42m high.

3. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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[SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group M, Structure 4 DATE: A/10/85
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group M, Structure 4 DATE: 4/10/85"]
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-B, Group M, Structure 4 DATE: 4/10/85

INTERIOR DETAILS;

ROOM: (See sketch plan)

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 3.75 m
Width: 2.52mat doorjamb - 2.18mwidth at right end

WALLS:
Height; 1.83mfloor to springline

Thickness: Front wall, ,50m at doorjamb
Stonework; 9 courses in walls - small square blocks roughly dressed. Consider-
able spawl between courses. Surfaces irregular
Doorways: Front, .73m wide. Lintel .16m deep. Jambs faced with small stones,
similar to wall stones
Rod Sockets; None visible
Cordholders: Small finger-type cordholders, high - ,40m from center to jamb.
,48m below springline (none below)

Rings; None
Wall Openings: Small openings in end walls second course of stone below spring-
line. Holes .12 to .15m square
Observations; Offset in door lintel. Offset .17m deep. Same height as lintel.
.38m bottom of lintel to springline

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: Irregular, .07 to .12m
Height: 1.09 mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffit with very slight curvature. Note: springline course slightly more
vertical than those above
Stonework; 8 courses of vault stones. Set in irregular courses. Faces roughly
dressed
Capstones: Span .58m. Capstone molding about .07m high. Forms irregular
line
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams in second course of stone below springline
near ends of room, .15m to center. Additional crossbeams near ends of room
in first course of stones above springline course. Additional crossbeams below
capstone molding .60m from ends of room
Observations; Perfect example of Early Puuc interior. All features corres-
pond precisely to this style
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-C, Croup B, Structure 1 DATE:4/12/85
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¡SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-C, Group B, Structure 1 DATE:4/12/85
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SAYIL PROJECT -BUILDING: 3-C, Group B, Structure 1 DATE; 4/13/35

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4 room building. Original building had two rooms with
two additional rooms added later
ORIENTATION: 195° - perpendicular to front wall
EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular
Size: .30m high - .05m projection beyond wall above

LOWER WALLS:
Height: Unknown. 6 courses of stone in place = 1.77mhigh (.20m high course
at top)
Stonework: Small stones, moderately well cut
Thickness: .56m at jambs (Room 2)

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with small stones - 3 stones wide
Lintel: Stone .27m thick. .44m bottom of lintel to springline

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Single member, rectangular. Breaks up over doorway to Room 2
Size: .20m high
Projection: .12m at bottom - .24m at top

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown
Decoration: Triangle in panel over door; otherwise plain

Stonework: Rough cut blocks. (See Structures 7 and 8). 7 courses = 1.54 m
Other: Upper wall surface very rough

CORNICE: None

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style

Observations: Design over door similar to motifs over door to Room 4, Labna,
South Wing Palace
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-C, Group B, Structure 1 DATE: 4/12/85

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 4.16 m
Width; 2.54mat jamb

WALLS:
Height: Unknown
Thickness; .54m at jamb
Stonework; Roughly dressed small blocks. 9 courses = 2.03mhigh
Doorways: Rectangular, .68m wide. Stone lintel. Small stones in jambs

Rod Sockets; One near center right jamb, .66m below lintel
Cordholders; Small, finger-type, high and low. .35m to center from jambs
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations; Walls have irregular ¡surface due to poor workmanship

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .06 to ,11m, irregular
Height: 1.29mspringline to bottom of capstone molding
Form; Medium curvature
Stonework: 6 courses of vault stones - roughly dressed faces
Capstones: Capstone span .38m to .48m (irregular). Capstone molding ,08m high
Crossbeams: Single crossties near ends room in first course of stone below
springline. Two others above, in first course of stone below capstone molding
Observations: Typical Early Puuc interior. Vaults and walls with rough sur-
faces. Springline and molding below capstones form irregular lines
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ISAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 3-C, Group H, Structure 2 PATE;ft/12/85 |

GENERAL NOTES:

1. Three-room building, now mostly fallen. See plan.

2. Portion of north wall still standing. 6 courses = 1.95mhigh.Facing
stones in this wall set in irregular courses.

3. Moulding stones in debris with sloping face. .20m high.
4. All stonework is "classic" Puuc.
5. Classic Puuc architecture - style uncertain.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING:4-A, Group E, Structure 1 ' DATE:4/16/85
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JSAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 4-A, Group E, Structure 1 DATE; 4/16/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Rooms 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 collapsed - no data.
2. Rooms 2, 3, and 6 mostly fallen.
3. Facades of all rooms fallen -.no data.
4. Springline course of vaults in rooms 2-6 have vertical faces. Vaults

with straight sides.
5. Doorway columns and lintels in place in room 4. Jambs of doorway for-

med with small stones, similar in size to wall stones.
6. Vaults faced with small, slab-shaped stones.
7. Walls faced with small blocks, moderately well-cut.
8. Large moulding stones with vertical face in debris.
9. Unusual construction detail in dividing wall between rooms 5 and 6.

See detail.
10. Crossbeams near ends of rooms in first course of stones below spring-

line.
11. Early Puuc architectural style.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-A, Group E, Structure 2 DATE:4/12/85

GENERAL NOTES:

1. All walls and vaults collapsed - plan uncertain. See Shook map for
sketch plan.

2. Doorway columns in room 6 have oval shape. See detail. I.lorn face to
face.

3. Large moulding stones with sloping face in debris.
4. Wall facing stones medium to large size - moderately well-cut.
5. Short colonnettes from mouldings in debris.
6. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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JSAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 4-B, Group A, Structures 3& 4 DATE: 4/11/85""
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-B, Group A, Structures 3& 4 DATE: 4/11/85

GENERAL NOTES: Structure 3
1. Stonewrk and architectural details indicate Early Puuc style:

a. Round doorway column in room 1, .57m in diameter
b. Lower walls faced with small, squarish blocks, deeply tenoned

into hearting
c. Single member medial moulding, .23m high. Projects .llm at

bottom, .15 m at top.
d. Vault facing stones with wedge shape in section
c. Small stones in doorjambs.
f. Upper wall, exterior, faced with very roughly dressed blocks

2. See plan, and details of dividing wall between rooms 1 and 2

GENERAL NOTES: Structure 4
1. Three-room building, now mostly fallen. Small section of rear wall of

rooms 1 and 2 still standing.
2. This wall faced with well-cut blocks, set in even courses.
3. Large stone lintels in debris in front of rooms 1 and 2.
4. Architectural style uncertain, due to lack of data.
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[SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-B, Group M, Structure 2 DATE:4/18/85
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¡SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 4-B, Group M, Structure 2 DATE: 4/18/85"]
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-B, Group M, Structure 2 DATE; 4/18/85
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE; 4/18/85

EXTERIOR DETAILS: East Facade

BASE MOLDING:
Form: 3 members, with colonnettes in central member
Size: Upper member .16m high. Colonnettes .46m high. Lower member ,20m
to .22m high

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 2.73mtop of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: Fair
Thickness: (See interior notes)

Decoration: Long colonnettes with spools between doorways. Spools .28m
high total

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Jambs with slight inward slope

Jambs: Large stones, slight offset (See detail)

Lintel: Stone. Bottom of lintel to bottom of medial molding - 1.50m. Lintel
plain - .38m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 members. Bottom member with slight bevel. Colonnettes in central
member. Vertical upper member with guilloche design
Size: .60m high total
Projection: ,40m at bottom

UPPER WALL:
Height: 1.90mbottom of medial molding to bottom of cornice
Decoration: Continuous colonnettes with spools at top, bottom and center
Stonework: Typical Classic Puuc
Other: Masks at corners and above central doorway to Room 3. Now fallen

CORNICE:
Form: Same as medial molding, plus outward sloping coping member above
Size: Same as medial molding
Projection: .20m beyond columns below

ROOF STRUCTURE: Rooms on second level - now entirely collapsed
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Collonnette style

Observations: Rare example of colonnettes combined with masks in upper
facade
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE; 4/18/85

EXTERIOR DETAILS; West Facade

BASE MOLDING:
Form; 3 members with colonnettes in central member (groups of seven).
Colonnettes alternate with plain sections. Colonnettes diameter - .22m
center to center

Size; Upper member with slight bevel - .17m high. Projects .25m beyond
wall above

LOWER WALLS:
Height; 2.67mtop of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework; 8 courses. Medium-large stones, moderately well dressed
Thickness; See interior
Decoration; Lower wall plain, where standing near west end. Three large
columns with spools at both corners - now fallen. (Same as southwest corner
of east facade)

DOORWAYS:
Shape; Rectangular, slight recess (See detail)
Jambs; Large stones, thickness of wall
Lintel; Stone - .25m high

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form; 3 members with continuous colonnettes in central member. Upper
member fallen
Size; .47m total - lower member plus colonnettes. Lower member .21m to
.22m high
Projection; .17 to .20m beyond wall below

UPPER WALL: Fallen. No data

CORNICE: Fallen. No data

ROOF STRUCTURE: Upper level rooms fallen. Jamb in place, .58m deep

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Structure 482, South Palace DATE; 4/18/85

EXTERIOR DETAILS; North Side

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 members with continuous colonnettes in central member
Size; .66m high total. (See detail)
Projection: .21m beyond wall below

NOTES: 2.23m- long space in medial molding with no colonnettes. Right face
even with wall below.
Location of stair ?
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS; ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 5.55 m
Widdth: 3.11 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.77mfloor to springline
Thickness: .73m at jamb

Stonework: 9to 10 courses in wall. Stones only roughly dressed
Doorways: 1.12mat top. 1.19mat bottom. Large jamb stones and lintel.
Bottom of lintel to springline-.69m. Lintel .29m high. Two courses above lintel
to springline

Rod Sockets: One high, two below. Top .25m to center from interior jamb. .30m
to center from lintel. 22m to center of lower pair, .38m to floor
Cordholders: Small finger-type, high and low. .48m to center from jamb
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations; Very large post-type cordholders in end walls both sides - .24m high,
,27m wide. Post .15m diameter - .30m below springline. Wall added at right end
room, .25m thick. .94m from top to springline

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .10m
Height: 1.98mspringline to bottom of capstone molding
Form; Soffit with moderate curvature

Stonework: 8 courses - fair stonework. Courses smaller at top
Capstones: Capstone span ,38m (±). Capstone molding .10m high. Molding
slightly irregular

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stone
below springline. Three crossties (small) at bottom of first course of stone
below capstone molding

Other: Two projecting "feet" in rear vault, fourth course of stones above
springline. Rectangular blocks high in end walls, same height as "feet"
Observations: Many special features. Vaults higher than average. Stone-
work only fair
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 2

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 5.27 m
Width: 3.09mat jamb

WALLS:
Height: Same as Room 1 (2.77m)

Thickness: .72m at jamb

Stonework: 10 courses. Slightly irregular courses. Moderately well cut
Doorways: 1.16mwide at top - 1.19mat bottom. Lintel .30m thick. .68m
bottom of lintel to springline (2 courses above lintel)

Rod Sockets: 1 high, 2 below
Cordholders: Finger-type, medium size cordholders high and low
Rings: None
Observations: Large, post-type cordholder in end walls - .25m high, .22m
wide, .15m post (.40m below springline)

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: ,09m

Height: 1.95mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffit with moderate curvature

Stonework: 9 courses. Fair stonework
Capstones: Capstone span .32m to .38m. Capstone molding .10m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course below spring-
line. Four small crossties in first course of stone below capstone molding

Other: Pair of "feet" in rear vault - .61m from end walls, in fourth course
of stone above springline

Observations: Projecting rectangular blocks in end walls. Same height
as "feet". Very similar to Room 1
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|SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 3

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 8.03 m
Width: 2.32mat central doorway

WALLS:
Height: 2.90mfloor to springline
Thickness: .71m at central doorjamb

Stonework: 9 courses, front and end walls. Fair to poor quality. Squarish
blocks
Doorways: 3 doorways in outside wall. Lintel .30m thick. .71m bottom of
lintel to springline - one course above lintel. One doorway to rear room
Rod Sockets: Small, finger-type cordholders, high and low - all three doors
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: High molding along back wall. 3 members with continuous
colonnettes in central member. Projects .03m at top. .81m total height.
Upper member .17m high. Colonnettes .40m high. Colonnettes .16m dia-
meter. 6 courses of stone in wall above molding.
Finished plaster of floor, rear room is .33m above top of projecting molding

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .09m (±)
Height: 1.62mspringline to bottom of capstone molding
Form: Slight curvature

Stonework: 7 courses. Fair stonework as in other rooms
Capstones: Capstone span .32m to .38m. Capstone molding .10m high
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. Additional crossties (small) at bottom of first course of .
stones below molding

Other: No feet, projecting blocks, or large post-type cordholders as in Rooms
1 and 2
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|SAYIL PROJE~- BUILDING: structure 482. South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS;

ROOM: 4

DIMENSIONS:
Length; 5.65 m
Width; 1.65mat jamb

WALLS:
Height; 2.0mfloor to springline
Thickness; .56m at jamb to Room 3

Stonework; 9 to 10 courses. Very roughly dressed. Irregular shaped blocks

Doorways; 1.12mwide. 1.47mfloor to bottom of lintel. Lintel .26m thick.
.58m bottom of lintel to springline

Rod Sockets; None
Cordholders; Very small finger-type cordholders high only - even with bottom
of lintel, ,46m to center from jamb
Rings; None
Wall Openings; None
Observations; Very narrow, crudely constructed room

VAULTS:
Springline Offset; Irregular - .04m to .06m
Height; 1.47mspringline to bottom of capstones (no capstone molding)
Form; Slight curvature
Stonework; 6 to 7 courses. Roughly dressed faces
Capstones; .25m to .33m, irregular. No molding below
Crossbeams; Single crossbeams near ends of room at springline. Additional
crossbeams about ,38m below capstone

Other: Projecting blocks, high in end walls and both sides of vault - .20m to
.25m to center below capstone. 6 total
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|SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 5

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 5.53 m
Width: 3.02mat doorjamb

WALLS:
Height: Unknown. Room partly filled with debris
Thickness: .75m at jambs

Stonework: 10 courses. Fair workmanship as in other rooms
Doorways: Fallen
Rod Sockets: No data
Cordholders: Finger-type, high and low - left jamb
Rings: No data
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Details same as Rooms 1 and 2. Larger post-type cordholder
in end walls. Top is at springline

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .07m (±)
Height: 1.77mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: 9 courses of stone in vault. Fair to poor stonework
Capstones: Capstone span .30m to .35m. Capstone molding ,12m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeam is near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. Five additional small crossbeams in first course of stones
below capstone molding

Other: Two "feet" in back wall of vault in third course of stone below capstone
molding. Projecting rectangular blocks in end walls - .15m to top from capstone
molding
Observations: Note change in location of feet and projecting blocks compared
with Rooms 1 and 2. Front wall, right has fallen
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Structure 482, South Palace DATE; 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 6

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 5.32 m
Width: 2.99m(±)

WALLS:
Height: Same as Rooms 1 and 2
Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 5 - .71m thick
Stonework: Same as Rooms 1, 2 and 5
Doorways; Fallen
Rod Sockets: No data
Cordholders: No data
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Large, post-type cordholders in end walls - .07m (left) to .17m
(right) below springline

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .05m (±)
Height: 1.67 m
Form: Slight curvature

Stonework: 7 courses. Fair to poor workmanship. Slightly irregular courses
Capstones: Capstone span .48m. Capstone molding ,10m to ,12m

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. None above
Other: "Feet" in back wall of vault at bottom of second course of stone
below capstone molding. -.91m to center from end walls. Projecting blocks
in end walls .30m below springline - .12m high, .15m to .30m wide
Observations: Details similar to Rooms 1, 2 and 5. End wall right is .89m
thick
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 7

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 5.07 m
Width: 3.02 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.65m(minimum) floor to springline
Thickness: .56m at jamb

Stonework: 10 courses. Fair to poor workmanship as in other rooms
Doorways: Lintel .33m thick. .63m bottom of lintel to springline. Width
1.06mat top, 1.19mat bottom
Rod Sockets: None

Cordholders; No data
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Essentially the same as Rooms 1, 2, 5 and 6. Projecting wall
(edge of stair ?) at right angles to left doorjamb. (See plan)

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .04 to .06m
Height: .80m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: 7 courses. Fair workmanship. Semi-boot shaped vault stones
Capstones: Capstone span .38 to .43m. Capstone molding equals .10m high
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. Four additional crossties just below capstone molding
Observations: Projecting blocks, end walls - .12m x .12m, in third course
of stones below capstone molding. Wall and vault stones only roughly dressed
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JSAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 8

DIMENSIONS: Unknown. Fallen

WALLS: Fallen. No data (Same as Room 7)

VAULTS: Fallen. No data (Same as Room 7)

OBSERVATIONS: Niche in dividing wall between Rooms 7 and 8 (above springline).
,58m to bottom from springline. .66m high, .46m to edges. (See detail)
14.69mleft wall, Room 8 to corner of building right
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 13

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 4.94 m
Width: 2.51 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.92mtop of floor to springline

Thickness: .58m adjacent to jamb. .66m to left of doorway.

Stonework: Same as adjacent room. End and rear walls faced with very
crudely dressed, or undressed, stones. Front wall better
Doorways: Fallen
Rod Sockets: ?
Cordholders: Small, finger-type cordholders high and low adjacent to right
jamb. Left fallen
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Left end of room filled with debris. Left end of vault collapsed

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .04m (±) , irregular
Height: ?
Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: 8 courses. Irregular courses and poor workmanship
Capstones: Capstone span .40m (±). Capstone molding 4" high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends room in second course of stones
below springline. Additional crossbeams in first course of stones below cap-
stone molding
Observations: Generally poor workmanship. Room to left mostly collapsed -
no data
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; Structure 482, South Palace DATE; 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 14

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 3.72 m
Width: 2.61 m

WALLS:
Height: 2.80mtop of floor to springline

Thickness: .58m (right and left jamb)
Stonework: 10 to 13 courses in end and back walls. Walls faced with very
crudely dressed stones. Front wall somewhat better
Doorways: Jambs ,54m deep. Lintel .23m high. .73m bottom of lintel
to springline (2 courses above lintel)

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Very small finger-type cordholder, left doorjamb, high
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Very crude stonework in rear and end walls. Very uneven
courses

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .02 to .06m (irregular)
Height: 1.52mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Slight curvature
Stonework: 7 courses. Roughly dressed facing stones
Capstones: .38m to .46m (irregular). Capstone molding .llm
Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stone
below springline. Two additional crossbeams in first course of stone below
capstone molding
Other: No "feet" or projecting blocks as in other rooms
Observations: Crude vaulting compared to rooms on south and east sides
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; structure 482, South Palace DATE: 4/18/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 18

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 6.13 m
Width: 2.89 m

WALLS:
Height: ? 10 courses in place equals 2.49mhigh
Thickness: ? Fallen
Stonework: Moderately well cut facing stones. Squarish faces
Doorways: Fallen
Rod Sockets, Cordholders, Rings: No data
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Similar to Rooms 1 and 2, 5 and 6

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: .03m (±)
Height: 1.52mspringline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Very slight curvature
Stonework: 6 courses. Moderately well cut and dressed
Capstones: Capstone span ,53m. Capstone molding .llm high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones
below springline. Four additional crossbeams just below capstone molding
Other: Rectangular, projecting blocks in end walls, .15m x .22m. .58m to
top below capstone molding. Projecting stones in rear wall of vault in third
course of stones below capstone molding. 1.06mto center from end walls

NOTE: 2.35mend wall right to center of doorway column in adjacent room.
Column .58m diameter. 2.97mback wall to face of column
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-B, Group N, Structure 7 DATE:4/iB/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Three-room building, now mostly collapsed. See sketch plan.

2. Two large jambstones in place. .52m deep, .23 to .30m thick.
3. Large moulding stones with vertical faces in debris. .17m high.

4. Large corner stone in debris near front corner, right.
5. Dividing wall faced with small, moderately well cut blocks.
6. No vault facing stones located in debris. This suggests building was

not finished.
7. Architectural style and dating uncertain due to lack of data.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-B, Group C, Structure 8 DATE:4/10/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. 2 room building - overall length = 11.96m.
2. Front wall completely collapsed - no data on doorways or facade.
3. Large corner columns with spools in place, rear wall. Columns, .28m

in diameter, spools, .37m high.
4. Base moulding covered with debris - no data.
5. Exterior walls faced with small, squarish blocks - 4 courses = 1.16m
6. Three-member medial moulding with apron type members top and bottom.

Overall height, .53m, central member, .12m high.
7. Upper wall and cornice fallen - no data.
8. Classic Puuc Colonnette style.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-C, Group C, Structure 1 DATE:4/8/85
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; 4-C, Group C, Structure 1 DATE: 4/8/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: One room Early Puuc building with two room addition
to north. Addition is Classic Colonnette style.

ORIENTATION: 107° - perpendicular to doorway

EXTERIOR DETAILS

BASE MOLDING: Covered with debris. No data

LOWER WALLS:
Height: 7 courses = 1.77 m
Stonework; Typical Early Puuc - small squarish blocks moderately well-cut.
Slightly uneven courses. Blocks .20 to .25m both directions

Thickness: Front wall - .43m thick at doorjamb

Decoration: None

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Rectangular, .77m wide
Jambs: Full thickness of wall
Lintel: Stone, .22m thick

MEDIAL MOLDING: No real medial molding. Upper wall projects out beyond
lower wall .16m to ,17m

UPPER WALL: Sloping upper wall
Height: 1.04 m- projection at bottom to bottom of cornice molding
Decoration: None
Stonework: 4 courses including lower projecting course .19m high

Other: Typical intermediate style upper facade. (See Acambalam 111,
Balche, Structure I, etc.)

CORNICE: 3 member cornice. Upper member fallen. Apron-type member be-
low rectangular central member. Outward sloping coping member now fallen

Form: Lower apron-type member formed with two pieces of stone
Size: Lower member .42m high. Central member .13m high
Projection: .15m at bottom - .14m at central member

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Puuc style, with Colonnette style addition
Observations: Addition executed in Colonnette style - numerous colonnettes
in debris
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-C, Group C, Structure 1 DATE; 4/8/85

INTERIOR DETAILS:

ROOM: 1

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 3.65 m
Width: 2.36mat doorway. 2.12mright end wall. 2.32mleft end wall

WALLS:
Height: Estimated floor to springline 1.85 m(probably higher)
Thickness: .50m beyond doorjamb

Stonework: 9 courses. Facing stones crudely cut and dressed. Relatively
even courses. End wall right slightly curved
Doorways: Outside door .75m wide. .38m bottom of lintel to springline

Rod Sockets: None
Cordholders: Small finger-type cordholders high and low both sides of door-
way. .40m to center of jambs
Rings: None
Wall Openings: None
Observations: Crude quality of stonework indicates Early style

VAULTS:
Springline Offset: Long walls ,10m. End walls .05m
Height: 1.33mspringline to bottom of capstone molding
Form: Slight curvature. Note: lowest course nearly vertical
Stonework: 7 courses moderately well cut and dressed blocks. Relatively
even courses
Capstones; Irregular, .55 to .71m. Capstone molding .12m high
Crossbeams: Near ends of room in first course of stone below springline.
,12m to center from end walls (3 additional in capstone molding - ends
and center)

Other: Vaults crudely constructed. Springline and capstone line irregular.
Vault soffit irregular
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: 4-C, Group C, Structure 1 DATE; 4/8/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two room addition - now mostly fallen. (See plan)

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING: Covered with debris. No data

LOWER WALLS:
Height: Unknown. Covered with debris
Stonework: Good classic facing stones - blocks .23 to .30m wide, .20 to .33m
high. Laid in relatively even courses. Five courses exposed on back wall
Thickness: Unknown. Walls collapsed

DOORWAYS: Fallen jambstones in debris. .54m deep. Note: two pieces of round
columns in debris which may come from doorway columns - ,43m diameter

Shape: Unknown
Jambs: Full width jambstones

Lintel: Stone lintel - fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: Unknown. Molding entirely collapsed (good possibility of 3 member
molding with colonnettes in central member)
Size: Lower member (in debris) about .21m thick
Projection: Unknown

UPPER WALL: Fallen
Height: Unknown
Decoration: Colonnettes in debris - .43m long, .17m diameter
Stonework: All wall stones in debris good Late Classic - rectangular blocks
Other: Upper facades entirely collapsed but sufficient number of colonnettes
in debris to establish style

CORNICE: No data

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Observations: Building mostly collapsed but enough remains to establish
general plan of two room building
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SAYIL PROJECT ■■ BUILDING:BuiIding near trail to milpa DATE:4/15/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. 3 member base moulding with colonnettes in central member. Upper mem-
ber .12m high, colonnettes, .20m in diameter.
2. Large corner columns, .30 m in diameter. Base and/or capital, .38m in
diameter, .20 m high.
3. medium-large facing stones in walls.
4. Classic Puuc Colonnette style. Style based on presence of colonnettes
in base and corner columns in lower walls.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N6BOO - E5600 East Building DATE: 4/9/83

NOTES ON EAST BUILDING - (Structure 1)

Two room building with doorways on west side (see sketch plan).
Orientation fo front wall from left to right - 180 degrees.
Overall length, north to south, approx. 11.70 m
2.28 m- right corner to face of right doorjamb. This jamb .46m thick.
Doorjamb left to dividing wall of left room - 2.08 m
Small portion of exterior wall intact near left end. This wall faced with
roughly dressed blocks, .30 to ,56m long, .35 to .46m high, deeply ten-
oned into wall hearting. These facing stones are larger, and more crudely
dressed than is typical for classic Puuc stonework. In debris are numer-
ous colonnettes and spools. Colonnettes about .20m in diameter, .46 to
.51m long. Large spools, .25m high, .23m in diameter.
Large moulding stones in debris, .21m high as well as upper moulding mem-
bers .13m high.
Vault stones include both wedge-shaped and boot-shaped stones. Doorjambs
in right room are oversized in terms of thickness and all stonework seem
oversized compared with typical classic Puuc stonework.
No portion of base moulding exposed but assume 3-member moulding with co-
lonnettes in central memner as in south structure.
Classic Puuc Colonnette style
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N6SOO - E5600, South Building DATE; 4/8/85

NOTES ON SOUTH STRUCTURE: (Structure 2)

DETAILS OF BASE MOULDING, SOUTH WALL
3-member moulding with continuous colonnettes in central member.
Upper member .14m high, projects .05m beyond wall above.
Colonnettes - .26m high, .23m in diameter, .32m center to center
Lower member of moulding at least .23m high
One course of stones in place in wall above base. These stones moderately
well-cut, .30m high, ,38m wide.
Core of wall above about 2.03mhigh.

DETAILS OF BASE MOULDING - NOTH SIDE
3-member moulding with continuous colonnettes in central member. Same
design as rear moulding.
Piece of jamb stone, .66m high, on top of this base moulding.
6.08 mfrom face of base moulding, north side, to face of wall on south
side..
No vault stones in debris on top of this structure although there are a
number of short colonnettes.
Top of base moulding on north side is approx. 1.22mabove top of base on
south side.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
To the left of the South Structure, is a low wall on north side with a
large jamb stone in place. This stone is .78m deep. The wall extends for
a distance of about 7.0mwhere it turns and joins the East Building.
There is very little debris behind this wall, suggesting that room? be-
hind was not vaulted.
In court is a badly eroded coulmn-type altar.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING;Str. 1 - N7lOO - E5400 DATE; 4/9/85

NOTES ON STRUCTURE 1 (Collapsed, vaulted masonry building)
All specialized stones noted in debris of this building indicate Early
Puuc architectural style. Thes include:

1. Small, moderately well-dressed wall facing stones
2. Round doorway columns with square capitals
3. Relatively small, slab to wedge-shaped vault stones
4. Medial moulding stones with vertical faces (from single member

moulding)
5. Jambs formed with small stones, similar to wall facing stones.

We saw no moulding stones with sloping faces, no colonnettes, or any other
indications of classic Puuc architecture.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Near N7lOO - E6300 Structure 1 DATE: 4/10/85

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Two room vaulted building, overall length, 11.86m.
2. Doorways on south side. Large stone lintels in debris.
3. All details and specialized stones in debris indicate Early Puuc style
architecture. These include the following:

1. Doorjambs faced with small stones, similar in size to wall facing
stones.

2. Small facing stones in interior and exterior walls. .20 to .25m
square.

3. Small slab and wedge-shaped vault stones in debris.
4. Rectangular medial moulding stones in debris. Shape and size

typical for single-member medial moulding.

5. Large lintels in debris, .60m deep.
6. All specialized stones moderately well cut.

4. Early Puuc style, based on stylistic features noted above.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: STRUCTURE 1 - N7200 - E5500 DATE;4/9/85

Three room building on platform with chultun and foundation brace. Small
portion of front wall still standing faced with squarish blocks, only mo
derately well-cut. Vault stones in debris include both wedge shapes and
semi-boot shapes.

Classic Puuc architecture - style uncertain
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: STR. 1 - N7200 - E5580 DATE:4/9/85

GENERAL NOTES:
Structure 1 is a collapsed vaulted masonry building with L shape. All
specialized stones in debris indicate Early Puuc architectural style.
These include:

1. Exterior walls faced with very small, squarish blocks, deeply
tenoned into hearting

2. Jambs of interior doorway faced with small blocks, similar to
wall stones.

3. Large doorway column near corner of L
4. Vault stones with wedge shape in section
5. Moulding stone in debris with vertical face. This is probably

from a single member medial moulding.
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[SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N7250 - E5500, Structure 1 DATE:4/9/85
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING; N725Q - E5500, Structure 1 DATE; 4/9/83
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Just to East of N7250, E5500 DATE: 4/9/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3 room building. Corner columns in front 18.79m(±)
length

ORIENTATION: 102° - back wall left to right
EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:
Form: 3 member base molding with continuous colonnettes in central member.
Upper member with slightly beveled face
Size: Overall height unknown. Lower member partly buried. Colonnettes .30m
high, .21m diameter, ,23m center to center

LOWER WALLS
Height: 2.10mtop of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: 7 courses of stone including .13m uppermost course. Moderately
well cut squarish blocks about .17m deep
Decoration: Large corner columns in debris - .33m diameter, .46m deep

DOORWAYS:
Shape: Unknown. Fallen
Jambs: Full width
Lintel: Stone - large

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 member medial molding with colonnettes in central member. Lower
member with slight inward bevel
Size: .62m total height. Upper member .13m, lower member .22m
Projection: .15m bottom, .07m upper wall

UPPER WALL:
Height: 1.42mtop of medial molding to bottom of cornice
Decoration: Inset colonnettes in groups of three with plain panels between.
Colonnettes approximately same size as in molding
Stonework: 5 courses of stones. Squarish blocks slightly smaller than in low-
er walls
Other: Only one set of colonnettes in place. Spacing unknown

CORNICE:
Form: 4 member cornice. Same as medial molding with addition of outward
sloping coping member
Projection: .08m at bottom

(continued)
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: Just to East of N7250, E5500 DATE: 4/9/85

Page 2

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style

Observations: Very typical Colonnette style building except that vaults are
higher than average

NOTES REGARDING VAULTS:

Vaults faced with squarish blocks, wedge shaped in section. Laid in relatively
even courses. Soffits with slight curvatures. Seven courses of vault stones in
place equal 1.83m. Total height unknown.
Springline offset .05m
Dividing wall between rooms ,81m thick
No additional data available
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|SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N7275 - E5450, Structure i DATE:4/8/85
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N7275 - E545Q, Structure 1 DATE: 4/8/85

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4 room building with small portion of back wall and
medial molding in place. Overall length 21.89m(+)

ORIENTATION: 197° - perpendicular to front wall

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING: Covered with debris. Short colonnettes in debris (.22m in dia-
meter, .24m long) probably from base molding

LOWER WALLS:
Height: Unknown. 7 courses of stone still in place = 1.83mhigh
Stonework: Average Classic Puuc
Decoration: Plain except for large colonnettes with spools at corners, pro-
bably in groups of three

DOORWAYS: Fallen. No data

MEDIAL MOLDING:
Form: 3 members with apron-type members top and bottom. Central mem-
ber decorated with "crescents", about .14m high. (See photos)
Size: Overall height .58m
Projection: .24m at bottom

UPPER WALL:
Height: Unknown. Fallen
Decoration: Colonnettes (in debris) with spools in center. (See photos)
Total height .58m
Other: Colonnettes unusual since spools are integral with column sections
above and below

CORNICE: Fallen. Assume same as medial molding

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Puuc Colonnette style
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|SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N7350 - ES4QQ, Structures 1 - 6 DATE: 4/9/83
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING COMPLEX EAST OF N7350, E5400 DATE:4/9/85

GENERAL NOTES:
Complex consists of the remains of five buildings situated on a large
platform with two levels. Structures 1, 2, 3, and 6 form the edges of a
court on the upper level, while Structures 4 and 5 are on a terrace at a
lower level (see sketch plan).
STRUCTURE 5 (southwest building)
Two room building with doorways on south side.
Small section of medial moulding in place near east end. This is a three-
member moulding with apron-type members top and bottom. Lower member, .22m
high, projects .19 m beyond wall below. Central member ,13m high.
Bottom of moulding is about .91m above level of upper court.
Dividing wall between rooms is .81m thick.
Vaults faced with wedge-shaped to boot-shaped stones, 6 courses in place
Faces of vault stones about .36m square.
Offset in end wall, .05m, offset in long wall, .04m.
Vault soffits with very slight curvature.

STRUCTURE 4 (Southeast building)
Doorways on south side.
Left room 2.74mdeep.
Large jamb stone in place in left room - .61m deep, .20m thick.
3 courses of vault in place in left room. Facing stones fairly large with
wedge-shape in section.
In front wall, centered between doorways, is a group of three colonnettes
with spools. Colonnettes, ..22m in diameter,
Spools have apron-type members top and bottom - total height .31m, dia-
meter, .25m.
Doorjams to right room fallen.
Classic Puuc Colonnette style building.

STRUCTURE 6 (West Building)
Two room building, completely collapsed. Large jamb stones in debris. No
other data.

STRUCTURE 2 (East Building)
Exterior walls faced with well-cut stones. Large jamb stone in debris. No
other data.

NORTH BUILDING (Structure 1)

Three room building with doorways on south side.
Left room (room 1) has two large columns in doorway. Columns are .43m in
diameter, 1.39mcenter to center. Capital, .76m long, .56m deep, .24m
high. Walls and vaults entirely collapsed - no data.
Room in center with single doorway. Room to right faced with exception-
aly well-cut stones.
All buildings appear to be late classic, roughly contemporary with south-
east (Colonnette style) building.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: N7SQO - E5500, Structures 1 & 2 DATE.-4/9/B5

STRUCTURE 1 - GENERAL NOTES:
Four room building with L shape (see sketch plan).
3 member base moulding with continuous colonnettes in central member.
Colonnettes .21m in diameter, .29m center to center, upper member pro-
jects .05 m beyond wall above.
Lowest course of stones above base moulding are extra large and very well
cut-and-dressed. These stones .40 to .50m wide, .53 to .66 m high.
Room behind base moulding described above is 3.04 m wide, 4.40 m long.
Vaults completely collapsed - no data. Interior wall facing stones are
smaller and less well cut-and-dressed than exterior facing stones.
Right end of building adjacent to calera.
Classic Puuc Colonnette style.

STRUCTURE 2 - GENERAL NOTES:
Two room building at right angles to front of Structure 1 (see sketch plan).
Left end room about 6.08 mlong.This room shows classic Puuc interior de-
tails.
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SAYIL PROJECT - BUILDING: NB7OQ, E5070 - "Ball 11 Building DATE:4/15/85

GENERAL NOTES:
!. Single member, rectangular base moulding, .30m high. Projects .05m
beyond wall above.
2. Lower walls intact to height of 1.47m.
3. No vault stones in debris. Assume building was left unfinished.
4. Large "balls" and "mat symbols" used as decorative elements in lower
walls. Balls about .25m in diameter, Mat symbols, .25m wide. See details
5. Right ends of long walls of room 2 left unfinished» This detail is
fairly common and suggests that it was intended that other rooms would
be added at a later date.
6. Classic Puuc Mosaic style. Stylistic analysis based on presence of
mosaic-type decorative elements in lower walls.




